GI Specimen Tracking Redesign
The Problem
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Fourth, physicians should transport the specimen requisitions to a drop-off location
where the resource nurse is stationed. This allows for the physician to directly interact
with the resource nurse each time they drop off the pathology requisition. By offering the
opportunity for reconciling this information together, the chance of errors on the forms
being sent to pathology is reduced.
Lastly, the transporter no longer has to sign for each of the specimen jars by patient
name. By substituting this process for one in which each transport bag is given a letter
designation and each patient specific entry in the specimen logbook is also given the
matching letter designation, the transporter only has to sign out the “letter” that they are
transporting. This also allows for the sending department of GI and the receiving
department of Pathology to know exactly what was to be sent and what was received.

On May 13th, 2008 a Transporter made a SPIRIT call-out regarding the length of time it takes for
her to reconcile specimens in the GI Lab. The process in question required her to match up each
patient specific specimen label with a corresponding label in a specimen tracking book. This
process took approximately 1 minute per specimen. The number of specimens "per pick up"
varied throughout the day with 90-100 patients per day as an average.
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Upon conducting additional observations, there where several additional areas of opportunity
identified for potential process improvement. One of which was that the location of the specimen
tray was far from the procedure rooms. Another was the fact that there wasn’t an opportunity
built into the system for the GI physician to interact with the GI nursing staff so that information
could be compared on the specimen requisition and the specimen jar label. Also, there were
numerous GI nurses responsible for attaching specimens with requisitions and no clear
designation of responsibility for any one person. Lastly, there was an uneven distribution of
specimens being sent to the department of Pathology throughout the day.

The Results/Progress to Date

Aim/Goal
This pathway redesign presents an opportunity for both reducing the time spent by the
transporter picking up specimens as well as the time and uniformity associated with the transport
of specimens to the department of Pathology. In addition, improvements in this process will lead
to less errors in specimen hand-offs as a result of better communication between staff members.
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A reduction of 62% in the processing time between when a specimen was ready for transport
and when transport arrived to pick the specimen up.
A reduction of 51% in the time it took to transport specimens to Pathology.
Much improved workflow for the pathology techs
Improved communication between nursing and physician staff further reducing instances of
mismatched information between the specimen label and requisition.
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The Interventions
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First, the order of the stickers in the log book was changed so that they were listed
alphabetically by last name. This no longer required that the transporters look
through multiple pages of the specimen book in order to find the desired specimen
entry
Secondly, the location of the specimens collected post procedure and those ready
for transport was moved to two corresponding cubicles directly outside the
procedure area. This made it easier and quicker for the specimen collection to
occur
Third, the job of associating the specimens with the requisitions became the
responsibility of one person; the resource nurse. This allowed for a more immediate
and uniform process to occur when preparing specimens for transport
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Lessons Learned
The success of this project has led to the spread of this standardized process (with refinements as
needed given the specific operations and physical layout of each department) to all departments in
the medical center that collect and send tissue specimens bound for the department of Pathology.

For More Information Contact
Janet Lewis, Nurse Manager GI
Donna Fayad, (ASCP) HT Pathology

